Could we be the next Bar Harbor?

A tourist's-eye view of our fair city, fudge shops and all.

Greetings from Portland!

Forcing Reiche's principal out
Check out our new performance listings
So you want to lug?
Back to school at the new L.L. Kids store

Explore our widest selection of gear and apparel ever.

- Discover hundreds of new kids' products, from boot packs and fleece to tennis shoes and more.
- Find friendly experts who know how to outfit kids.
- Register to test gear and apparel on the Trail of Discovery: Climb a wall, ride a bike, or hike a trail.
- Register to win L.L. Bean Fleece Pullovers given away daily through Labor Day.
- Meet L.L. Bear and Ellie Bear on the weekends.

L.L. Kids
It's A Trail Of Discovery
Adjacent to the Festival, Main Street, Freeport, Maine.
Open 24 hours, every day. 1-800-431-4341, ext. 17801

A CONVERSATION WITH MICHAEL BEDЕКС

"Let's face it, of all the medical things that you know about, do you know any other specialties that have more jokes than proctology? Think about all the jokes, all the cartoons and the "Seinfeld" episode [about a proctologist]. [But] when people come in and find out there's something seriously wrong, it's not funny anymore."

Michael Bedecs is a 48-year-old proctologist and laser surgeon in Portland. He's been examining anal cavities for about 14 years, and women are really like it. He is also the only certified proctologist in Maine.

What's the deal with proctology? Well, you have to understand that proctology is a little bit (of an) unusual specialty, and maybe the reason why you're here. It deals with conditions of the anus and areas people generally don't want to know about.

Why did you choose proctology in the first place? Well, it's one of those specialties that has very few emergencies in it. Most people I've seen have already seen two doctors.

Do you usually see more men than women? Probably a few more women, mostly because of childbirth, and they tend to bring anorectal problems.

What's a regular visit like here? There are three things I do. Number one, I try to figure out what's wrong and by doing that, I ask questions. Then eventually roll 'em over and have a look. Number two, I explain what's going on. Then I provide treatment options.

What kind of problems do people come in here with? The majority of the people who come in here for things that are bleeding, sore, swollen or not working properly. It could be anything from something simple to something life-threatening. Some people will come in those who are bleeding and they've got hemorrhoids, and they raise. Some people might think they have hemorrhoids and now they have colon cancer. Colon cancer is the second leading cancer death.

About the laser surgery... I've been doing laser surgery for about 12 years now. I started using lasers before they were even available in hospitals. I bought the first laser in Maine, and I mostly use it for rectal surgery, but I also do tattoo removals. I think it offers some advantages over traditional surgical procedures in many cases.

Have you gotten so used to examining people that it's like putting your shoes on in the morning? You bet, it's like my other job.

Interview by Jordan Kocuba; photo by Colin Malakie

Copyright © 1997

[Additional content not transcribed]
GOOD NEWS!
The operators of Bintliffs have found a new location after misplacing their space.

OPENING THIS FALL...

40 PORTLAND STREET
774-4004

SAME GREAT FOOD • SAME GREAT CREW
Owners: Natasha Carleton & Robin Lambert
Sebago is opening our Warehouse Store to the Public!

- Replacement shoes for Hunter, steel shoes, and more
- Accessories & Apparel

Deck & restaurant open to the air-conditioned lounge & restaurant live outdoor music

Accessories

• Waterproof Outdoor Boots

Dockside* Boat Shoes

• Wide Selection of Styles, Sizes

CASCO BAY WEEKLY

MOONLIGHT MARGARITA

APPAREL

WAREHOUSE STORE

DECK PARTY -

Monday and Saturday until 11:00 PM

Take Rte 25 to Bartlett Road (Gorham Industrial Park). Take a right onto Hutcherson Drive. Sebago Warehouse is from Gorham: approx 4 miles

From Portland: approx. 10 miles

Store Hours:

7 days a week

781-8885

of Exchange!
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Portland school officials are trying to oust Reiche's principal.

LAURA CONWAY

Someone had to take the heat for problems at Reiche Community School in Portland's West End, and that someone is principal Margery MacDonald. School superintendents have no choice but to make a decision when the situation becomes intolerable under her administration.

Some Reiche parents say the last-minute job offer, made just weeks before the school year begins, is an attempt to placate the union by naming MacDonald their new principal. In addition to a grievance filed against MacDonald by the accused principal, she has lodged her grievances against the school's administration.

Reiche School principal Maggpie MacMeechey may be on her way to another assignment.

Portland school officials are trying to oust Reiche's principal.

School Committee Chairman David Lee said central office administrators recommended Margery MacDonald change her mind and withdraw her notice next week, but MacDonald issued a terse statement saying, "I can't be involved in any decisions made about the school..."

Lee said the board members have deliberately edged MacMeechey is trying to get MacDonald out of her post, or whatever it is he's doing. MacDonald's efforts to get the school a different color..."

Lee said MacDonald's efforts to get the school a different color..."
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Lee said MacDonald's efforts to get the school a different color..."
Portland is a tourist Mecca. At least, that's what many people think. In fact, the city is not a tourist Mecca by any means, but it is a tourist destination. The city is visited by millions of people each year, and the tourist industry is a major contributor to the local economy.

The state of Maine has a $3 billion-per-year industry, which is the main business of the state's largest city, Portland. The city is known for its lobster, its lighthouses, and its picturesque harbor. But Portland is also known for its shopping, its restaurants, and its nightlife. The city is a popular destination for tourists from all over the world, and it is a place where people come to relax and enjoy themselves.

The city is a place where people come to relax and enjoy themselves.
daylily days

Our fields are in full bloom with over 400 varieties of daylilies. Come visit us.

Beck's for Breakfast!

WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR? Eat good food and think good thoughts.

A memorable Mexican experience you can afford. If you only have 1871 Forest Ave., Portland 587-8729 • Open 7 days

Lucas Garden Center and Nursery
636 Riverside St., Portland, ME 04107
www.lucastree.com
Mon.-Sat. 8-5, Sun. 9-4

KARIOIO KICKBOX with the kicks of Tae Kwon Do and the punches from Boxing will give you the results you've always wanted, while also learning to defend yourself in any situation. From shoulders to calves you will become lean & strong. You'll tighten, tone & firm your body while building a positive self-image.

KARDIO KICKBOX

An exciting, cultural, social and spiritual expectation of the traveling public. The CVB works with a budget of $1.5 million, a good chunk of which goes toward tourism promotion in Portland.

A rule of thumb is that 10 percent of a city's revenue must go toward promotion. For Portland, this is about $1.5 million, a figure that has doubled over the past four years. In the eyes of the CVB, this money is essential for attracting visitors.

The Whitewater Flat

is for everyone - from those who want to get in shape to those looking for the ultimate workout.

More Fun... Incredible Results!

KARDIO KICKBOX

An exciting, cultural, social and spiritual expectation of the traveling public. The CVB works with a budget of $1.5 million, a good chunk of which goes toward tourism promotion in Portland.

A rule of thumb is that 10 percent of a city's revenue must go toward promotion. For Portland, this is about $1.5 million, a figure that has doubled over the past four years. In the eyes of the CVB, this money is essential for attracting visitors.

The Whitewater Flat

is for everyone - from those who want to get in shape to those looking for the ultimate workout.

More Fun... Incredible Results!
YOU CALL THAT SANE?

The July 3 column of Rick MacPherson's "Eyes from Above" column was actually good advice. To rehash a statistic from earlier in the column, this is a highly vulnerable population. It is a sad truth that people who are vulnerable in one sense are also vulnerable in another. If the article was found in Taboo, Proctor in the least gay publication, that's another story. You may be able to add to those numbers, but CRW is a "feet on the ground" publication, available to all ages.

The article, thank you very much, is astounding. "Gay youth can learn about alternate sexual identities and their own." On what is clear to us all, gay youths are at risk of depression, or homelessness, or substance abuse, or suicide, or violent assault. This is not information that is being taught or studied in school. It is a shame that quality and standards are seen as a disservice by CRW.

Joanie Wilson
Portland

SARAH GOODYEAR

LETTERS

Comment

The not-so-grand tour

A R W.

ne who has ever lived among Maine's fevered tourist corridor, Route 1, knows just how inviting tourist can be — and how perilous. In towns like Bar Harbor, locals put up with grueling traffic, notorious summerers and lots of overflow all summer long, because they hope when winter comes they'll still be living on the cash they've squirreled away in the warmer months.

In some parts of the state, where rich folks have been summering for generations, this seasonal work pattern has produced serious economic and social problems, but a sense of community that fills the air above the summertime sea of tourists. It is a place where the summertime sea of tourists can make every day feel like a vacation.

Portland has historically been the dependance on tourism that has bolstered other Maine communities. But now, as officials in Augusta push to increase the volume of tourists to towns all around the state, Portland officials are looking repeatedly at trying to attract more tourism to our city. ("Greetings from Portland," on page 30). It's hard to say no to the hard cash that tourism can pump into the economy.

But, as one tour operator points out, "there are many miles of miles along most of the coast we don't see the profile of a tourist any more. Tour buses are bigger, faster, and the tourists more clear, the water can get really ugly.

Portland has historically been the dependance on tourism that has bolstered other Maine communities. But now, as officials in Augusta push to increase the volume of tourists to towns all around the state, Portland officials are looking repeatedly at trying to attract more tourism to our city. ("Greetings from Portland," on page 30).

It's hard to say no to the hard cash that tourism can pump into the economy. But, as one tour operator points out, "there are many miles of miles along most of the coast we don't see the profile of a tourist any more. Tour buses are bigger, faster, and the tourists more clear, the water can get really ugly.

It is a shame that quality and standards are seen as a disservice by CRW.

The AIDS Project, Portland

DAK KERTH

TAP responds to Rick

It would be nice...
Young parents, old concerns

Jocelyn Lee's photographs of teenage parents reach beyond children-having-children rhetoric

When photographer Jocelyn Lee spent 3 years in Portland, Maine, following the lives of young parents, she didn't want to make the usual photos. "I didn't want to glorify teen pregnancy," she says. "I didn't want to write the usual story about the complications with mothers, the heartbreak and the pain." Instead, Lee focused on the mothers' strength and the stories of their lives.

A sampling of Lee's photographs appears in the just-published book "The Youngest Parents" (Doublé-Take/ Norton, $27.50), a documentary text by Janna Lange, a media arts professor at the Maine College of Art. The three contributors bring different perspectives to the complexity of the subject. "The form of the photographs has a lot to do with[the contributors]mixing," Lee says. "You're more aware of my presence in the photo, or in some cases it wasn't [the parents']point of view."

Through the work of the various contributors, Colley writes, "We can only hope that this book moves adequately and justly fast in complexity, provides that context — given those who come upon these narratives, through language and photography, a concrete, navigable sense of who these young people are, what hopes and struggles they harbor, and values affirm their lives.

Lee's 24 photographs were made between 1992 and 1996 and are roughly split between Texas and Maine. Most of the young parents are not the children's only parents, "because I don't see the father stick around too much," she says. "In highschool or their best friend, or at

The layout of the book is the focus, these women are living and proud — and84-96: "They're more aware of my presence, not mine.

Lee lost of her subjects, the book foregrounds the stories of their children's fathers. Lee tells the story of Lisa, a 17-year-old mother who spent days going to school and working, and spent her evenings caring for her children and boyfriend as well as her younger siblings.

Teen pregnancy, Lee writes in an introduction to her photographs in the book, "develops from many layers of influence and need, and is filled with contradictions: there are throwaway love joined with personal sacrifice, there is unrepeatable anger and quiet acquiescence; there is healthy nurturing and unhealthy nurturance."

"Whereas the Moore photographs rapport the formal bond of the young people involved, Lee's point of view is that it's a way to do so without marriage, not having children of my own and letting compensatory behavior pass for a thrill ride at a small-town fair." The pictures feature young mothers with their children, because "I don't see the pictures feature young mothers with their children, because "I don't see the

Lee lost touch with some of her subjects, but the photos are unforgettable. "It's a bit hard to describe." Lee says. "I see my photographs as a reminder that parenting is an old but familiar world to offer up that decisive moment of knowing, the moment of "I had to fight to keep this one in [the book]."

Lee's narrative of young parents is a story of human layers of influence and need, and is filled with contradictions. "These are just particular framings through which to view young mothers and their families."

A certain degree of licence with the narrative, documentary approach, is the book's value, writes in an introduction to her photographs. "Develops from an understanding of the world in ways to delay that personal moment that you can only know about yourself," Lee says. "I see the world through the invisible documentary."

The book is "dramatic" and is focused on the imagination. "I'm one of several conceptual photographers among the 3L, 124, deClercq and Jeff Wall, using the technique. "My definition of a"

Lee adds that he has presence in the photo, or in some cases it wasn't [the parents']point of view."

The book is "dramatic" and is focused on the imagination. "I'm one of several conceptual photographers among the 3L, 124, deClercq and Jeff Wall, using the technique. "My definition of a"
Roadhouse blues

Ask anyone who's been to Raoul's in the past and they'll serve up a laundry list of complaints: The service is painfully slow, the waitstaff gets between you and your order of the day, the food hasn't gone downhill, the noise levels, many people refrain from drinks and music on the back aby the bar is especially loud. Nevertheless, people return to Raoul's again and again. Why? Because Raoul's has that certain quality that many clubs can't find at any other venue in town, especially since Mergenthaler's closed.

Take August, for example. So far, the club's bookings have included the ubiquitous Popa Chubby, master guitarist Adrian Legg and perennial folk favorite John Cooper Clarke. The line is long, the crowds are big and the atmosphere is electric. But the sound is a problem, with a delay will be installed to help equalize sound throughout the building. This is a definite step in the right direction, but you still have to wonder whether the building will ever be able to accommodate the bands that frequent them.

As for the noise problem, it's not clear if there is a solution. A new speaker system upstairs is in the midst of a major overhaul. The stage awning that prompted the band to sound check before they set up, but it wasn't until Knight came aboard two and a half months ago that things started to take a turn for the better. He has brought in new stage lights, a wall of fame made up of more than 70 pictures of the club's past performers, and has even asked people to quiet down during shows. At the John Gorka show, we did 225 people and people were on their feet, but the sound was still loud. Mike Stewart, Rick Glover and Tracy Knight have decided it's high time for improvement, and it may mean selling the club's signature memorabilia.

That's the only change. The club's sports a new look and a new menu manager. The demeanor has been cleaned up considerably, while the upstairs has been turned into a mikcrophone with a delay that is installed. The stage seating that forced the band to sound check before they set up, but it wasn't until Knight came aboard two and a half months ago that things started to take a turn for the better. He has brought in new stage lights, a wall of fame made up of more than 70 pictures of the club's past performers, and has even asked people to quiet down during shows. At the John Gorka show, we did 225 people and people were on their feet, but the sound was still loud. Mike Stewart, Rick Glover and Tracy Knight have decided it's high time for improvement, and it may mean selling the club's signature memorabilia.

Don't miss the Smokin' est Singles Sizzler @ Stone Coast Thursday, August 21, 5-8pm
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Portland's Downtown District.

Matinees: Aug 15, 17, 19 & 21
Memorial Hall, Bowdoin College,
music from Who's Down, live in
magic and his adventure
at 2

Arts.

19, 21, 24, 26, 28 at 2
Monmouth, Main St, Monmouth,
Tix: $6. 786-7:30

Seniors gifted students, emerging
if the music weren't enough, the show includes "Tennessee Treasures," a mobile country
The acoustic duo per-

"Taming the
Sat 8

Merlin's 7

New seniors & matinee/$14 stu-
ents), 642-3743,
I Fri-Sat 8

"The Maine Technical College, Fort

Sponsored by Portland's
Architecture

"The Children's Art Loft" presents

Where else
can your child do the waltz,
play the bongos, make
french crepes, sculpt a vase
and be a pirate all in the
same day?
A unique preprimary school for
the toddler and preschool years.
Space is limited so don't hesitate
to call for a brochure or more
information.

Maine Summer Dramatic Institute
Shakespeare in Deering Oaks Park

A Midsummer Night's Dream
by William Shakespeare
Directed by Edward Whalen
Deering Oaks Park
August 19-23, 1997 - 6:30 pm
Free Admission
Rain Dates August 24-26
For Information please call 791-8747
Audience members are encouraged to enjoy picnic dinners
before the performances, and to bring lawn chairs to the event.
A Good Choice

MaineShare in your workplace

Are you sick and tired of feeling sick and tired?

Try an alternative...

Casco Bay
Health Alternatives

Address ________ Phone ____ Fax ____

packet including brochures and 1997 Enrollment Form

Register now for the Fall, '97 Campaign

Maine organizations working with you to protect our environment,
provide good health, end domestic violence and sexual assault,
deferred human rights and animal welfare, and much, much more.

"A Chorus Line" at Bowdoin, Aug. 15

Even if you're not a fan of musicals, Maine State Music Theatre's season production, is hard to dislike. The tale of a crew of Broadway hopefuls and their personal stories, "A Chorus Line," is both heartwarming and funny. It's also chock-full ofing, and exciting music. At Memorial Hall, Bowdoin College, Brunswick, at 8 p.m. Showing through Aug. 23.

"A Chorus Line" at Bowdoin, Aug. 15

"Making the Dance" at Portland Dance Center, 25A Forest Ave. Free choreography showcase/competition from 9:30 a.m.-noon (professional). Informal even­ing/competition at 7:30 p.m. (professional) and 1-4 p.m. (amateur). Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave. For further information, contact Paul Taylor, Portland Ballet Company, Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave., Portland, ME 04101, Tel. 775-4253 or 773-2562.
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"Making the Dance" at Portland Dance Center, 25A Forest Ave. Free choreography showcase/competition from 9:30 a.m.-noon (professional). Informal evening/competition at 7:30 p.m. (professional) and 1-4 p.m. (amateur). Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave. For further information, contact Paul Taylor, Portland Ballet Company, Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave., Portland, ME 04101, Tel. 775-4253 or 773-2562.

"Making the Dance" at Portland Dance Center, 25A Forest Ave. Free choreography showcase/competition from 9:30 a.m.-noon (professional). Informal evening/competition at 7:30 p.m. (professional) and 1-4 p.m. (amateur). Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave. For further information, contact Paul Taylor, Portland Ballet Company, Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave., Portland, ME 04101, Tel. 775-4253 or 773-2562.
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With this Most Cars . 8128197

Other engine per10nnance items additional •• FREE VEHICLE MAINTENANCE INSPECTtON • .

Chocking fuel

Portland, Maine

Orono, Maine Portland/Freeporc. Maine Portland/Kennebunkport. Maine

Bray's Brew Pub

Windham, Maine

-Some Vans . Pick-Ups , Transverse & hard to tune engines additional. Call

- cars, trucks & vans additional . ' Free bfake I

With the purchase of a Maintenance Tune-Up

Your Total Car

"Middlebury. -Yei'illont

ShIpyard Brewing Company

Portland, Maine

Havollne :

Havollne :

Breweries from all over New England Outdoor Barbecue & Other Food Vendors

featuring

Breweries from all over New England Outdoor Barbecue & Other Food Vendors

New England Summer Brew Fest

Saturday, August 23

Lake Region Expo Route 285

Windham, Maine

Over 60 different micro-brewed beers from 30 unique breweries:
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COUNTDOWN TO COLLEGE

A checklist on the road to financial aid

Student applying for college
No phone calls, please.

EARN YOUR REAL ESTATE LICENSE
IN YOUR SPARE TIME

- Commission income
- Flexible hours
- Personal class schedule
- Quality classroom instruction
- Experienced instructors
- Teacher with real experience

DON'T WAIT! CALL TODAY!

RENT YOUR HOME
New, Vintage & Consigned Clothing
500 Congress
1:18 I •

Specializing in gourmet coffees like

To Be Seen
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Get Ready for the Smokin'est Singles Sizzler at StoneCoast

The Smokin'est Joint in Town, 14 York Street, Downtown Portland, 773-2337
Thursday, August 21, 5-8pm

WIN SIZZLING Awesome NAD Stereo and Speakers from CUSTOM ELECTRONICS & Hi Fi Exchange

Custom Home Entertainment Design & Installation Foreside Mall 202 U.S. Route One, Falmouth.

FREE LEVI'S from LEVINSKY'S Lord of Levits 514 Congress Street Portland 207-878-2326

50% off gift certificates from JOSEPH'S
411 Fore Street, Portland 775-4454

SMOKIN' ENTERTAINMENT!

Live music from Amazing magic Lots of movie passes from
BullyPulpit by Philip Smith of Keystone Theatre Cafe
Creating the Unexpected Portland's only theater café

It's the season party you don't want to miss

 komen Bay Weekly, Custom Electronics & Hi Fi Exchange, Joseph's, Levinsky's, Keystone Theatre, Visa-Smith Florist and Gifts,Abracadabra Productions, Jeane Flavell
The Central Maine Friends of Photography Meeting
Aug 16. Artists who would like to participate in the photo search exhibit should send a three song cassette / CD , bio , photo , and artist application form and a $10 processing fee to: Photo Search, Maine Children’s Alliance, P.O. Box 1662 , Cumberland, Maine 04021.

Maine Artists’ Space at the Maine College of Art’s studio space the first lues of every month at 49 Exchange St, Portland. 780-1681. For more info, call L. Murray Jamison at 871-8244.

MECA Open House Tours Come visit Maine College of Art today. Tours begin at 1 pm and Aug 26 from 5-9 pm . At 7:15 pm , actors should prepare 1-2 minutes and bring an audition . 775-5103.

Oratorio Chorale A 40 member chorus holds auditions for the full ride. They take off on their backs from the top of a flatbed truck, traveled 20 mph on the converted, wheeled sleds. They took off on their backs from the top of a flatbed truck, traveled down a small slide and traveled down a steel starting ramp and cruised down the street in front of the Civic Center to down a steel starting ramp and cruised down the street in front of the Civic Center to unlock the door and the door locked.

Portland Stage Company announces general auditions for new tenors and basses to apply. No experience necessary. Send artist application form and a $10 processing fee to: 176 Sawyer St, So. Portland, at 7:15 pm. 799-1421 for more info.

Portland Lyric Theater holds audition for “The Secret Garden.” Call for entry: 878-0584.

The Bowdoin College Museum of Art and the Brunswick Center for the Arts announce screeners for the American Wind Symphony’s screening camps in Lake Placid this winter. From there, the prospective young luger (or junior career) could graduate to the junior national team, which would mean more high-profile racing.
**DINING**

**REDISCOVER THE ROMANCE...**

S2 Maine Microbrews
Every Day, 4-6:30 p.m.

LIVE MUSIC
SAT & SUN BRUNCH
-RATED 120 Foot & Venue
774-5514

At Union Station Plaza

Civic part of the Pine Point Fishermen's Co-op

World's grandest Bouillabaisse

3kg

Will SM.

TUNG HILL FARM ICE CREAM. SANDWICH SHOPPE. Enjoy

SWEET ANNIE'S TEA SHOP. has a great new summer menu. Check out OUf

Black Tie. 870 Bland.

Moroccan chH:ken

SundS) brunch. is now serving dinner Thursday, Friday aoo Saturday nights.

STONE CO"ST

find the almosphere of the dining

restaurant with a menu that has somethmg lor

chased in March by restaurant entrepreneur Kelly

atmosphere. comfortabje enough to bring a date or dine alone. Sandwiches,

CHAPPlE'S. nils 18}ea r.o IIJ breakfast. lunch , and putrfare place was pur­

appetllefS, mouth-waterl!'lg seafood

llam-2pm. Next to

Congress Square.

we celebrate with a n eYer

open

51.. PortIand.7H 7070.

Portland.

in

occasionally live music:. Free delr.oery to

Ou;~;~k ,,;~k

something new under the sun!

Portland, 7124828.

The Pearl

Dinner TlII!S-Thur 12-

20

B.B.Q.

Spare Ribs, Southern-cooked

Spicy Mexican Chili.

MIXED VEGETABLES
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CHILDREN OF THE REVOLUTION Obsessed family. is taken hostage aboard Air Force One

ALSO SHOWING:

Frenchwoman bonds with her neighbors as Travolta 's wife.

MONEY TALKS Chris Tucker stars as an

NEW THIS WEEK:

Damn, I look good: Bill Bellamy in effects by the folks who brought us "Babe" - a film that depends

as Travolta 's wife.

1960 '5 cartoon. Slapstick appears to be the thought -provoking consequences. One of our stars in Stanley Kubnck's inspired, 1971 take

adventure extravaganza about a band of high-

prison gang. Joan Allen nhe Crucible') stars

become her husband and resolves to raise a true and noble revolutIOnary child. The results are more than

the old ultraviolence, with peculiar and brother.

as dance instructors.

MEN IN BLACK Tommy Lee Jones and Will Smith star in this small, self-assured and likable comedy

as his girlfriend Sara-

Moore) get up-close·and·personal w ith the

and Danny Glover manage to destroy every·

thing in their path.

SPAWN Based on a sketch from "All

That · Nickelodeon 's all·kids comedy show, the two wind up hitting the

dinosaurs everywhere. Ste v en

plays a restaurant critic and commitment -shy

as his girlfriend

Hoyt's Pond

FREE WIUY

EVENT HORIZON (R)

MONEY TALKS (R)

KEYSTONE THEATRE CAfE. 504 CONGRESS ST, PORTLAND.

GROSSE POINTE BLANK Ten years after

Hoyts CiIJ",. Pond

STEWART .

HoytJ Clark'.

AUSTIN POWERS (PG-13)

GONE FlSHIN' (PG)

SPAWN (PG-13)

CONSPIRACY THEORY (R)

AUSTIN POWERS (PG-13)

CON AIR (R)

HOW TO DO A PLAYER (R)

HOUOW REED (NR)

HOW TO BE A PLAYER (R)

GOES TO PRESS , MOVIEGOERS

LOTS OF EXCITING PROGRAMS EVERYDAY

CALL FOR DETAILS: 829-1234 (EXT. 001)

412 Free Street, Portland

Memorial Day to Labor Day:

Monday through Saturday - 10am to 5pm;

Sunday - noon to 5pm.

Closed Friday evenings

General Admission: $3.00

Group Admission: $2.10 per adult or child (groups of 10 or more with reservations)

Labor Day to Memorial Day:

Wednesday through Saturday - 10am to 5pm;

Sunday - noon to 5pm.

Free first Friday evening of each month, 3 - 6pm

General Admission: $4.00 per person (under 1 fair)

EXPLORE A CAVE FLY THE SPACE SHUTTLE

the children's museum of maine

CHECK OUT THE SUPERMARKET
Look Who's Talking
Monday, July 28, 1997
Reprint from Wall Street Journal, Monday, July 28, 1997

Hip and Irreverent, Alternative Papers Grab Readers

By Janet Y. Maslin

With permission of THE WALL STREET JOURNAL
Copyright 1997 Dow Jones & Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

In a giveaway paper.

supplement their local base. "More and
lies. Not too long ago, the trade group
tives are starting to gain national advertis­
want to read," says David Schneiderman,
ling for liquor, tobacco and breath mints to
Village Voice. Since 1995, Stern has bought
president of Stern Publishing and pub­
interested in the local daily's fare, but "we

1990, circulation and revenue have more than doubled from the daily's glory days. But
than that alternatives, according to a trade

'One of our goals is to be the equal alternative hold for people like the Mr. Johnson, active studio singles who

Alternative papers, usually given away in
are attracting this segment of the population that daily newspapers, we
investment banker with Faren. Sparer & Sperber.

The newspapers may not be very accessible in the daily arena, but "we

All Riviera Publications Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Interior/Exterior

BY AUDRET

 marginalized, not mainstream," says New

Extraction of Tonto's term "kemosabe " (one

Toll Free Dictation Line

info@brownmeyers.com

the Chicago Reader, one paper regularly: the Chicago Reader, rival to its recently acquired City

the 24-year-old mail room worker does read

a derivative of "giimoozaabi," the Minne­

Mr. Schneiderman, now 27, says his

BY AUDRET

Mr. Larkin, "because we think that's how

:disablecontent:1
the personals have moved up to the front of our classifieds section
SURFING IS OUR LIFE.

We caught the wave at JavaNet. This nice young man at the cafe showed us how. Then we signed up for Internet access over a couple of skinny lattes. Now we're online at home practically every day. With JavaNet, we never worry about wiping out. They answer all of our questions, and they've got that fast and friendly technology. Unlimited Internet access and technical support for just $19.95 a month. Thanks to JavaNet, even folks like us "hang ten."

JavaNet
IN TOUCH WITH TECHNOLOGY.
www.javanet.com

You can surf. too. Visit JavaNet Cafe at 37 Exchange Street, Portland. Or call 800-JAVANET for immediate Internet access.